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A community response zine to Stephanie Burt’s Advice 
from the Lights: Poems. MKE x The NEA Big Read
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1986 flashing 

Terimarie Degree 
 

i was about 5 when a little girl and i  
were in my parents’ bedroom watching 

of all things a concert on TV 
 

her name’s long seeped from the bucket 
with a slow leak 

that carries my memories 
 

but her words 
they still linger 

 
she said, “Lift up your shirt and scream like me.” 

ignorant of televised performance etiquette  
i had no reason to question the suggestion 

and so followed her directions 
 

our mothers a hall and some rooms away 
discussing Mary-Kay or Tupperware or 

how husbands and housework 
are plows that till fields 
which never get planted  

dreams unsown seed  
not forgotten 
abandoned  

 
while we 

wee innocent beings 
not abandoned but tended to carelessly 

unknowingly an obscene scene 
shouted and bore unformed breasts 
towards a box screen broadcasting 

a long dead Elvis Presley 
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POEM FOR WATER STRIDERS 
 

ellipse eclipses ellipse 
 

From the yellow birches to the cattails we had been reading the story 
of a bog backward. Now, as we stood, where our eyes could go farther 
though our feet could not, we began to consider the story of a bog 
chronologically. This story, from open water to forest, is the story of 
undrained depressions.  
 

... 
 
At the edge of this third stage we turned back, for lack of footing. This 
stage had its start long ago when, somewhere along the margin of the 
water, some chance surface offered an adequate though shallow seed 
bed for pioneer plants. This group of floating pioneers soon offered a 
seedbed for others. Each time some root or rhizome or runner or 
arching branch, rooting at the tip, added a slight bit of substance to this 
thin mat, there was more support for more roots and rhizomes and 
arching branches. The mat was thickening. Bulrushes rode its wobbly 
surface, and cattails, and sphagnum moss, and swamp-loosestrife, with 
its habit of arching and rooting from the nodes of the stem, and reed, 
and water speedwell, and water purslane, and forget-me-not. We, 
however, could not ride that fragile surface. 
 

... 
 
In two old excavations, water stood and the wild iris grew.  
 

ellipses eclipse ellipses 
 

ellipse eclipses ellipse 
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Burden’s Release

Six percent decrease per each telling.
17 outlets necessary

to achieve a full whole.

Even with no friend
with whom to share,

Private journals for those, like me,
 solitaire.

Dancing alone, too, lightens
the air.

The Divine listens and does it count if,
in front of the mirror, I sing in rhyme?

(Feel the deep blare of burden;
drown in it for a brief time.)

(17 seconds) for freedom 
to be fully declared,

and for me to be, finally, spared.
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 “What you can’t hear 
may be deafening someone else. 
 
What’s almost too small 
to see may just be far away. 
 
Be your own means 
of magnification or microscopy 
 
Become your own 
indignity” 
 
 
 
Not too small, too far away. Well yes. OR inside of you – like – you can’t 
see your lungs in the mirror! They’re not far away, but you can’t see them 
without equipment. Equipment will show you, via the effects on something 
else. Those, you can see. 
 
and noises. Deafening noises. Inside, the funny rowing sound of a virus 
pulling up to a cell. Snip, snip, tinker, as it chooses and arranges strips of 
DNA. Who hears it? 
 
Listen. 
 
Look. 
 
Extend your range with whatever’s at your disposal.  
 
And certainly, make a study of indignity. 
 
 
May 31, 2020 
 
 

i have three little boxes from childhood tucked away in my room
  a mini wooden chest with seashells painted on the top
  a repurposed blue wet wipe container plastered with stickers
  a metal box with a biblical scene on top & ornate relief pattern all over
it’s a mystery when or where the boxes or their contents are from

      arrow heads   stones       coins
     a bell          keychains     prayer cards
 clip-on earrings a die  plastic figurines
  more   tiny   treasures

i don’t know what it all means
but i can’t make myself get rid of any of it
at least by means of trash or strangers
i’d love to find a child to pass on my treasures to
or maybe they’re meant to stay with me
  a reminder of that little witch girl  that collector
of vulnerability / emotion / softness / humor / attitude / no inhibitions
an appreciation for the smallest of details
her powers i never want to lose

   a n  a l t a r  t o  m y  y o u t h
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